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Joosten, Sandy

From: WILLAM HARRIS [williamrharris@yahoo.com]
Sent: Monday, April 08, 2013 9:07 PM
To: CHAIRMAN Resource; CMRSVINICKI Resource; CMRAPOSTOLAKIS Resource;

CMRMAGWOOD Resource; CMROSTENDORFF Resource
Cc: Thomas Popik
Subject: Research Report on Maine & ISO New England - Operating Procedures Unralistic to Cope

with Solar Geomagnetic Storms - Hardware Protection Options Are Cost-Effective
Attachments: RM12-22-000_ResilientSocietiesOperatingProceduresFinal-PDF.pdf

To the Commissioners of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission:

----- Forwarded Message -----
From: WILLAM HARRIS <williamrharris(cyahoo.com>
To: R William Borchardt <bill.borchardttanrc.pov>
Cc: Thomas Popik <thomaspr(dresilientsocieties.orq>
Sent: Monday, April 8, 2013 8:48 PM
Subject: Research Report on Maine & ISO New England - Operating Procedures Unralistic to Cope with Solar
Geomagnetic Storms - Hardware Protection Options Are Cost-Effective

Mr. R. William Borchardt
Executive Director for Operations
Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Dear Mr. Borchardt,

The Foundation for Resilient Societies is a small New Hampshire-based
research and education foundation concentrating upon low-probability,
high-risk natural or man-made hazards. We are committed to identify cost-
effective mitigation measures that could make critical infrastructure more
resilient and more feasible to minimize harms and to expedite recovery
from natural or man-made disasters.

Our first initiative, submitted to the NRC in draft about a month before
the accidents at Fukushima in March 2011, was a Petition for a Rulemaking
to augment on-site backup capabilities at NRC-licensed power plants to
protect spent fuel pools in event of prolonged electric blackouts. The
Commission has included these proposals within a broader class of
mitigation options for continuing evaluation.

Attached please find our Foundation's April 2013 filing before the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC)in support of a proposed FERC Order to
mandate reliability standards for hardware-protective equipment; our
analysis of the ISO New England region indicates that cost-effective
protection of all extra high voltage transformers in the State of Maine's
electric grid would-cost less than one-third of one percent of a
previously-approved Maine Transmission Reliability Program. This would
amount to $4 to $5 million dollars of new equipment and retrofit equipment
as part of a $1.4 billion dollar transmission upgrade program.

In the course of our review of "operating procedures" recently revised for
ISO New England, we concluded that warning times from the ACE satellite at



the Li LaGrange point would not provide sufficient time to implement
preparations for the regional grid after warning of a severe solar storm.
We also found that only two monitoring systems for geomagnetic induced
currents (GICs)are presently linked to ISO New England, with the one at
Seabrook station requiring operator call in by telephone, and not real-
time automated monitoring. Moreover, even if warning times sufficed,
there appears to be a significant "gap" between ready reserves for
augmented power production and prospective losses of system capabilities
resulting from risks of transmission system losses in parallel with
generation system outages.

Compared to "operating procedures" that appear unrealistic and unworkable,
we found that commercially available hardware protective equipment
(neutral ground blocking or series capacitors) would enable an "operate
through" posture during solar storms. This could reduce financial losses
from reactive power consumption, avert revenue-shrinking down-ratings or
total de-energizing of generating facilities, and avert increased rates of
transformer failures. Of critical importance, a more resilient electric
grid would reduce the spatial scope and duration of electric blackouts.

NRC-licensed power plants may be at greater risk than most non-nuclear
generating facilities because of more frequent reliance on single-phase
transformers, proximity to water bodies with high saline content, and end
of line effects during geomagnetic solar storms. The protection of all
bulk power system generation and transmission systems could, in turn, have
a particularly beneficial impact on nuclear power plants, by reducing the
scope and duration of any resulting blackouts -- a particular risk to
nuclear facilities and on-site spent fuel pools.

So our current policy initiative is pending before FERC and not the NRC.
FERC has authority to allow cost-recovery for equipment installed at
generating facilities that is likely to improve the overall reliability of
the bulk power system.

Our report includes as Appendices various documents that are significant
in assessing the reliability of the U.S. bulk power system. Many of our
references can be accessed by a simple click-through to the referenced
source. If there are particular members of the NRC Staff who might
benefit from our research, we hope you will consider forwarding our report
to appropriate officials.

Sincerely,

William R. (Bill) Harris
Secretary
Foundation for Resilient Societies
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